The development of five transplants of fetal retinal tissue to adult rat eyes was examined with the electron microscope. The transplants were of 9 to 10 weeks total age after conception in four cases and 20 weeks in one case. 
INTRODUCTION
Cells of immature (Figure 4b ).
Regions corresponding to the inner plexiform layer exhibited a relatively high synaptic density which was consistent from region to region ( Figure   5 ). Most, but not all synaptic terminals contained conventional synaptic vesicles. Occasionally, small and large dense-cored vesicles could be seen ( Figure 6 ). Synapses of the conventional type (thought to represent amacrine cell synapses) were relatively common (Figure 7a ). Amacrine-toamacrine synapses were common, sometimes in both serial and reciprocal configurations ( Figure   7b ). Amacrine cell processes also made contacts with, and received input from, bipolar cell processes (Figure 7c ). The identity of some photoreceptor cell processes could not be positively determined. Occasional amacrine cell synapses onto small dendritic spines or thin intervaricose processes were the graft and the host retinas is apparent. Prominent rosettes (.) are separated by regions of neuropil. Such subretinal grafts can be clearly distinguished from the overlying host retina (nuclear layers" ]) which maintains a relatively extensive outer nuclear layer (). (b) At higher magnification, the subretinal graft is seen to contain most of the nuclear and plexiform layering typical of normal retinas. Photoreceptor outer segments appear within the rosette core (*). Between this outer nuclear layer and another nuclear layer, which resembles the inner nuclear layer, is an outer plexiform layer (--)). Extensive inner plexiform-type regions are apparent between the rosetted layers. (a) Mtiller glia microvilli (-) are shown projecting into the center of a rosette. A photoreceptor inner segment is also visible (*). (b) In extreme cases, the center of the rosette appeared to consist of microvilli only (V). In both a and b, a distinct outerlimiting membrane made up of a band ofjunctions is seen (). 
